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Isodrones Project

A research initiative dedicated to developing novel and innovative methods to investigate different aspects of the water cycle.
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Recent Posts

A scientists mind #5: Finding peace in uncertainty
Monday, Jan 1st, 2023, 0:30 AM. I am standing on our balcony, watching the ejaculations of black powder from the New Years’ fireworks (I admit, it’s nice to watch but I still hate it).
2024-01-02

6 min read
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Do tropical trees root deeply? A unique experiment on dynamics of tree water uptake at Biosphere 2
Back in 2019/2020 Isodrones were part of the big, interdisciplinary project B2 WALD (Water, Atmosphere and Life Dynamics) at an enclosed model tropical ecosystem at Biosphere 2, Arizona, USA. Isodrones PhD student Kathrin Kühnhammer rarely left this weird and wonderful place for three months.
2023-08-25

6 min read
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Isodrones' double premiere at EGU 2023 - first keynote lecture and first UAV-Isotope synergy presented
I haven’t been to conferences for a while, but this year it was about time. The EGU is the biggest conference across geosciences - thousands of mad scientists talking nerdy stuff for one week.
2023-05-04

3 min read
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2nd Workshop of Water Partitioning in Forested and Agricultural Catchments: Three awesome days with the community, great vibes and scientific outrage
It’s been two weeks now since the workshop, and after taking some time to recover, it’s time to reflect a bit. What a great time we had in Pratolino, Tuscany! For the ones who have not been: The second workshop on water partitioning is an international workshop for researchers interested in soil-plant-atmosphere interactions and isotope methods to study them.
Matthias Beyer
2022-08-11

6 min read
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How can these 'fake' leaves help us to estimate tree transpiration?
In this post I would like to explain how leaf replica can potentially be used to estimate boundary layer conductance and transpiration. Or put differently, what is up with those crazy leaves and why are they up in that tree?
Malkin Gerchow
2022-03-21

8 min read
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